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Underground Construction Impact on Neighbouring Buildings in Moscow

V.A.ILYICHEV, P.A. KONOVALOV, NSNIKIFOROVA _
The Research Institute of Bases and Underground Structures (NIIOSP), Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT: Since 1994 the construction of new buildings having underground facilities (parking lots and

shopping space) staited in Moscow. The Research Institute of Bases and Underground Structures (NIIOSP)
has formulated empirical- dependence of neighbouring buildings' settlement upon foundation pit construction

method, category of existing buildings' structure condition and their relative remoteness from an underground
facility. We suggest a new criterion for evaluation of maximum permissible additional deformation of build. . . . V . - - ~ f ~ °ings - foundation pit curvature. A table containing the values of maximum additional deformations o existing

historical buildings (multi-storey buildings with brick walls without reinforcement) has been drawn. The table
is recommended to be included in Moscow municipal construction norms for baSCS and fOl1I1d&UO11S- The Ob
tained results make it possible to evaluate at the investment stage new construction costs, including compen
sation for the damage caused to existing buildings.

structionwere obtained during geotechnical moni
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l INTRODUCTION

1.1 Relevance ofthe Problem

Reconstruction of whole architectural ensembles of

the city and separate buildings is being performed in
Moscow. This involves underground development:
construction _of underground parking lots and stores
or deepening of existing basements. Reconstruction
is being carried out in tight urban housing environ
ment. The problem of existing buildings preserva
tion emerges. Many of these buildings are historical
monuments. At the investment stage it is also neces
sary' to evaluate the damage caused to existing build
ings by the construction,of deepened or underground
facilities. For this purpose, NIIOSP has developed
an empirical method of forecasting the damage
caused to existing neighbouring buildings based on
monitring buildings' settlement at Moscow construc
tion sites.

1.2 Information about the object of research

In the second half of the nineties the construction of

new buildings having underground facilities (park
ing lots and shopping space) started in Moscow.
Deepened buildings may adjoin existing buildings,
stand apart from them or belong to the same housing
spot (during reconstruction of existing buildings).
Foundation pits excavation for these buildings
causes additional deformations to existing housing.
The values of additional deformations of the build

ings within the zones affected by underground con

Moscowconstruction sites: Okhotny Ryad trading
and recreational complex at Manezhnaya Square
having three underground floors; Old Gostiny Dvor
(4, Ilyinka Street) having a one-level undergrotmd
parking; Moscow Berlin House trading centre hav
ing u t}ue@-1ev¢1 underground parking (5, Petrovka
Street), Romanov Dvor having one-level under
ground garage near Jacobi House (4, Romanov
Lane), the administrative building having a two
level underground parking (8, Maroseika Street), the
administrative building having a three-level Lmder
gfgund parking (40-42, Malaya Ordynka Street),
Peak Qf Perfection 14-SlLOI‘ICd residential building

having a three-level underground parking (3, S16

samy Lane, Figs.1a - lb) , highway 'fufmel at Ga
garin Square on the Third Motorway Ring (Fig 2),
eu; (llyichev V_A_, Konovalov P.A., Nikiforova

\N.S 2001

Figure 1a_ The building at 3, Slesamy Lane before construction
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Figure lb. The building at 31, Slesarny Lane after construction

Figure 2. The construction of the highway tunnel at Gagarin
Square on the Third Motorway Ring

2. EXISTING BUILDINGS' SETTLEMENT
FORECAST BASED ON CONSTRUCTIGN
EXPERIENCE

2.1. Exiting buildings' settlement factors

During the analysis of buildings’ deformation values
(maximum settlement, relative irregularity of set
tlements, inclination)` the following factors affecting
deformation value were considered:

0 foundation pit excavation method;
- 0 relative distance from an underground facil

ity to other buildings, -H/L, also taking into
account the difference -between the founda

tion depth of the building and the bottom
level of the foundation pit- (H-h)/L (L is the
distance from the building to the under
ground facility, H - foundation pit depth, h 
foundation depth of a building);

0 building’s structure condition categories and
status (see p.2.3).

2.2 Foundation Excavation Method
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In Moscow congested housing environment founda_
tion pits for deepened buildings are constructed aC_
cording to the following 4 major methods:

l. Under protection of a diaphragm wall re
.tained by anchorage hardware or anchors;

2. Under protection of a diaphragm wall re
tained by buntons made of steel structures,
for example, pipes;

3. Under protection of a diaphragm wall re_
tained by floors (When a lower underground

floor is constructed, soil is removed through
special openings left in an upper floor);

4. Under protection of sheet piling, for exam
ple, made of screw piles retained by struts
made of metal pipes._

2.3 Existing Buildings Condition

Since all the- above-mentioned buildings were con
structed inthe central part of Moscow, their influence
zone covered historical buildings. As a rule, these are
multi-storey buildings with load-bearing brick walls
without reinforcement that have been operated for a
long time, their bases being often overloaded as a re
sult of reconstruction involving additional upper
floors construction. Such buildings are protected by
the Government as the monuments of culture, history
or architecture. In terms of structure condition, they
relate to the following categories: Category II (satis
factory condition), Category ' III (unsatisfactory
condition), Category IV (pre-emergency condition)
and Category IV* (emergency condition). As a rule,
all these buildings rest on strip foundations made of
quanystone with the help of mortar, their foundations
being in unsatisfactory condition. Foundation bases
are formed by fill-up soil (not always cut by founda
tions). On the lower level there are alluvial and mo
rainic deposits, below them - Jurassic clays resting
on limestone. The upper horizon of ground water is
on the top of alluvial deposits, technogenic water is
found in fill-up soils.
The buildings located in the historical centre of Mos
cow have the following status: “the monumentsof
culture, history and architecture”, “historical build
ings” (more than 100 years old), “old buildings”
(more than 50 years old) and “modern buildings (less
than 50 years old).

2.4 Empirical diagrams

We have got empirical diagrams that make it possible
to determine at a pre-project exploratory stage the



settlement that will be' caused to existing buildings
depending upon foundation pit construction technol
ogy, distance till foundation pit and it’s depth, exist
ing buildings’ foundations depth and their structure
condition 'categories (Fig. 3).
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Figure.3 The impact of buildings’ structure condition
(categories II, III, IV), foundation pit shoring method (1-4),
relative distance from the buildings to the underground fa
cility ((H-h)/L).

The experiments proved that foundation pit shoring
method involving foundation pit excavation under
diaphragm wall protection- and soil removal through
an opening in an upper floor for a lower underground
floor construction and concreting is most harmless
for the neighbouring buildings. The worst deforma
tions are caused to the existing buildings when a dia
phragm wall is retained by anchors or when a foun
dation pit is enclosed by sheet piling, for example,
made of screwed pipes supported by struts made of
metal pipes.

3. ADDITIONAL MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE
DEFORMATIONS

3.1. Existing Buildings Deformations

Full-scale experiments showed that the maximtun
settlements of buildings mostly vary from 1 to 20
mm but they never reach 40-60mm for the buildings
relating to the emergency category of structure con
dition. According to previous work by Ilyichev
V.A., Konovalov P.A., Nikiforova N.S. (2001) and

“Recommendations...” (The Government of Mos
cow, Moscow Architectural Committee, 1998) the
surrounding buildings' structures relate to III-IV
category, i.e. they are in unsatisfactory or emergency
condition. Many buildings have been reconstructed
and floors were added to them. Their foundations
bases are overloaded, i.e. the pressure on foundation
beds is more than twice higher than design resis
tance of soils. Are these settlement values dangerous
for the buildings relating to the zone affected by a
deepened facility? Maximum permissible settlement
values for newly constructed buildings meet norms
(Construction Rules and Regulations 2.02.01-83,
1983). However, these norms cannot be applied to
the following kinds of buildings:

0 buildings operated for a long time relating to
III or IV .___ category of structure condition;

0 buildings based on overloaded fotmdations
(p > R, p - pressure under foundation base,
R - design resistance of base soils);

0 buildings under reconstruction;
0 monuments of history and architecture

which should not get cracks.

Usually it is multistory brick buildings with load
bearing walls. As a rule, this kind of buildings sur
round the facilities with deepened parts constructed
in tight urban construction environment. During
foundation pit excavation existing neighboring
buildings react to settlements difference variability.
Therefore, professor V.A. Ilyichev had suggested an
additional criterion for evaluation of safe condition

of such buildings - foundation surface curvature p,
1/m, characterizing settlement difference variability.
According to “Construction Rules and Regula
tions...” (1983), the following condition should be
met:

S(x)<[S] (1)
here S(x) - maximum settlement of a building, cm;
[S] - maximal permissible settlement for this kind of
buildings, cm.

Professor V.A.Ilyichev suggests to introduce the
value p (x) ~ S” (x), l/m.

S..(x)~ S(x+2Ax)2§f+Ax)+S(x) (2)

here x - the distance between geodesic marks at the
socle of the building.



Analyzing the results of geotechnical monitoring of
Moscow facilities with deepened parts and of
neighboring fbuild-ings, it is possible to note that
cracks in the_ structures of the multistory brick build
ings with load bearing walls that have been operated
for a long time do not emerge, provided that these
buildings' foundations curvature does not exceed the
values presented in the table.

Table l Maximum additional deformations of existing build
ings

Structures Structure Deforrnations
and status of condition

the building category S,,,,,,,,cm As/I i p, I/m

Muni-storey 1 2*l0`3 rio" i*|o“‘
buiidingswirh II l*l0`3 mo" 4*1o"brickwaiis lu 7*l0" "mo" 8*l0`5
without iv 4*l0`4 4*l0`4 5*|o"reinforcement IV* 0 O 0
Multi-storey I - -_ 
anasingie- Il 6*l0" 6*i0°“ 2*1o"
storey 111 4*l0" 4*io" 4*lO`5hismrieai rv mor’ 1*i0'~‘ 2*l0"
buildings or IV* 0 00 0
monuments of
architecture
with brick walls
without
reinforcement

Note: Historical buildings or monuments of architecture do not
belong to structure condition category I. The buildings in pre
emergency condition belong to structure condition category IV,

the buildings in emergency condition belong to structure condi
tion category IV*. ‘_

4.CONCLUSIONS

I. Settlements of Moscow historical build
ings vary from I to 20 mm when deepened
facilities having 3 underground floors are
constructed near them. But if these build

ings’ structure condition is unsatisfactory,
their settlements may reach 40-60 mm.

2. Empirical diagrams have been made on the
basis of full-scale experiments. These dia
grams make it possible to determine at a
_ pre-project exploratory stage the settle
ment that will be caused to existing build
ings depending upon foundation pit shor
ing technology, foundation pit remoteness
and depth, existing buildings’ foundations
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depth and their structure_condition categg;
ries.

3. Foundation surface curvature is suggested
as a criterion for 'existing buildings defor_
mation evaluation during construction or
reconstruction involving underground
development.

4. NIIOSP has developed nonnative docu
ments on the underground construction
near existing buildings in Moscow.
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